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Clive cussler oregon files series

Most of clive's adventure novels are part of a multi-book series. We believe that you can find novels in a great summer reading escape and everyday, anyday adventure. Juan Cabrillo is president of the Corporation, a special U.S. government-backed group operating out of a ship called Oregon; a miracle of scientific research equipment
filled with state-of-the-art weapons – but disguised as a pile of garbage. Cabrillo and the crew of conscientious mercenaries are able to cross the high seas in their rusty ode, seek out those beyond the law and bring justice to all those planning chaos on a global scale. This article does not refer to any source. Please help improve this
article by adding quotes from trusted sources. Sourceless material can be attacked and removed. Search for sources: Oregon Files - news · newspapers · books · scientist · JSTOR (April 2009) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) in Oregon Files is a group of novels written by author Clive Cussler and co-author Craig
Dirgo in the first two titles and then co-written by Jack Du Brul for the next seven titles. Starting with the book's 10 co-authors Boyd Morrison takes over. The books follow the mysterious Corporation and head Juan Cabrillo. The Oregon Files comes from the name of the ship on which the Corporation is based, in Oregon. The ship's name
is based on TS Empire State VI, a training ship from New York State University Naval College. Its original name was SS Oregon. Books The crew of Oregon first published Flood Tide. The Main Oregon Files Series: Golden Buddha (2003) Sacred Stone (2004) Dark Watch (2005) Skeleton Coast (2006) Plague Ship (2008) Corsair (2009)
The Pacific (2010) The Jungle (2011) Mirage (2011) 3) Piranha (2015) The Emperor's Revenge (2016) Typhoon Fury (2017) Shadow Tyrants (2018) Final Option (2019) Marauder (2010) Overview of Oregon is a high-tech ship, owned by a private secret service organization , the so-called Corporation. He's masquerading as a rusty old
drifter steamer. It mounts five cranes - three ele, two at the back - only two of which are functional, one for ele and one for rear. To add to the appearance of authenticity, this camouflage is very detailed. It includes a fake dining room, and the captain's cabin is specifically completely repulsive, with features including specially designed
chemicals to keep people away, a dysfunctional toilet, and oppressive paintings of clowns in black velvet. In reality it is a highly sophisticated intelligence vessel with luxury facilities and top line technical capabilities. It is equipped with an acre pool to launch two minisubs, an Olympic pool (one of the ballast tanks), state-of-the-art medical
facilities, and powered by a pair of revolutionary magnetohydrodynamic drives. It also means that a range of underwater vector-thrusters make it unmatched maneuverability of the ship in dimensions as much as 560 feet long, with a 75-foot beam of light and a gross weight of 11,585 tons. The Oregon is also equipped with a package of
armaments that rival most military capital ships, including: French-built Exocet anti-ship missiles, two torpedo tubes below the waterline (firing Russian-made TEST-71 and later Type 53-65 torpedoes, though Cabrillo stated that is more the American Mk48 ADCAP), 20mm multibarrel Gatling style rotary guns (probably M61 Vulcans)
mounted behind steel plates in the hull, and a series of 7.62mm caliber M60 machine guns with hidden dummy oil barrels welded onto boards (affectionately known as boarder alarms), which are all remotely operated by the most sophisticated fire-control systems. Just like these, the Oregon carries Russian-built cruise missiles of an
unspecified type, a 40mm Bofors autocannon (later replaced by a Metal Storm gun system), and at least one Rheinmetall 120mm gun of a similar type to the M1A1 Abrams tank. Most novels speak of the 120 mm singular, but the Dark Watch states that there are two - one each on each side of the hull. The hull in the ship's body is located
deep and the starship Enterprise feels like it, including a large, central command chair in which Cabrillo sits when he is on the bridge, which is colloquially called the Kirk chair. Characters Corporation members of executive officials Juan Cabrillo: President of the Corporation. He was a former CIA agent on Langston Overholt IV. Max
Hanley: President of the Company / Chief Engineer. He used to be in the U.S. Navy. Linda Ross: Richard Truitt, formerly a security and surveillance specialist and vice president of the Company. He was previously an intelligence officer on the U.S. Navy's Aegis guided missile cruiser. Current crew members (in alphabetical order) George
Gomez Adams: Helicopter Pilot. Former U.S. Army 160th soar. Rick Barrett: assistant chef. Monica Crabtree: supply and logistics coordinator. Chuck Tiny Gunderson: Driver pilot, fixed wing. Michael Halpert: Finance and Accounting. Cliff Hornsby: General Operations. Julia Huxley, medical officer. He was previously chief medical officer
at the Naval Base in San Diego. Pete Jones: General Operations. Hali Kasim: Communication / General Operations. Larry King: Sniper / General Operations. Former U.S. Army 1st SFOD Delta. Franklin Linc Lincoln: General Operations Manager. Formerly a U.S. Navy SEAL. Marion MacD MacDougall Lawless III: General operations
replaced by Jerry Pulaski. Raven Malloy: Coastal Operations. Judy Michaels: Pilot. Mark Murphy: Onboard Weapons and Technology Specialist/General Operations. Kevin Nixon: Magic Shop specialist. Tracy Pilson: pilot, mote plane. Sam Pryor: Propulsion Gunther Reinholt: Drive engineer. Eddie Seng: Director of Shore
Operations/Security and Surveillance specialist instead of Linda Ross. He was a former U.S. Marine and then CIA agent. Eric Stone: Control Room Operator / General Operations / Chief Helms. Chief administrator. He used to be in the Royal Navy. Jim O'Neill: General Operations. Retired crew members (alphabetical order) Carl Gannon:
General operations. Bob Meadows: General Operations. Tom Reyes: General Operations. Richard Truitt: Vice President of the Company. Deceased crew members Jerry Pulaski: General Operations. Mike Trono: General Operations/Helicopter Pilot Training. Former U.S. Air Force Pararescue. Antagonists Golden Buddha: China, Stanley
Ho, Ling Po, Marcus Friday, Winston Spencer Sacred Stone: Aleimain Al-Khalifa, Halifax Hickman Dark Watch: Anton Savich, Shere Singh Skeleton Coast: Congo Army Revolution, Daniel Singer Plague Ship: Responsivists, Zelimir Kovac, Thom Severance, Adam Jenner (a.k.a. Lydell Cooper, Ernst Kessler) Corsair: Unnamed Terrorist
Leader (alias Suleiman Al-Jama) In the Pacific: China, Argentina, Argentine 9. The East, the quantum computer Mirage: Pytor Kenin Piranha: Admiral Dayana Ruiz, the Doctor (aka Lawrence Kensit) Revenge of the Emperor: Sergey Golov) Typhoon Fury: Salvador Locsin Shadow Tyrants: Nine Unknown Men Final Option: Zachariah Tate
Marauder: April Jinh, Angus Polk and Lu Yang Others Langston Overholt IV : CIA officer who gives the Company jobs and gives classified information. Fiona Katamora: U.S. Secretary of State References External Links The Oregon Files official website Retrieved the © from 1996 to 2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates It's up to Juan
Cabrillo and the crew of the ship, in Oregon, to stop a terrorist act that releases a deadly chemical weapon around the world in the explosive new novel Clive Cussler #1 New York Times bestseller series. Read more Juan Cabrillo and his team of expert agents back in this latest entry in Clive Cussler's Oregon Files series. Aboard the
Oregon, one of the most advanced spy ships ever built, they face new challenges and nobles as they undertake another dangerous mission. More Nearly two thousand years ago, an Eastern emperor charged a small group of defense secrets strong enough to change the history of mankind. They failed in the legend like the Nine Unknown
Men — and now two rival factions of their descendants are fighting a huge battle. Both sides think they're saving the world, but their tactics could very well lead to the end of humanity. Read more Rented to earn a collection of paintings worth half a billion Juan Cabrillo and the crew of Oregon will soon find themselves in much deeper
waters. The diabolical leader of the Filipino uprising not only uses them to fund the attacks, he turned up one of the deadliest secrets of World War II: the Japanese-developed drug, designed but never used, to turn soldiers into super-warriors. Read more Juan Cabrillo and the crew of Oregon face the toughest challenge yet when a violent
bank robbery during the Monaco Grand Prix decimates the Corporation's accounts. To get the money back, Juan joins forces with an old friend from his days at the CIA to track down a rogue hacker and a ruthless former Ukrainian naval officer. Further in 1902, the volcano Mt. Pelée erupted on the island of Martinique, wiping out an entire
city of thirty thousand and sinking a ship carrying a German scientist on the verge of a shocking breakthrough. More than a century later, Juan Cabrillo will have to deal with the scientist's legacy. Further in October 1943, a U.S. destroyer sailed out of Philadelphia and reportedly disappeared as a result of a naval experiment with
electromagnetic radiation. The story is considered a hoax, but now Juan Cabrillo and his Oregon colleagues are not so sure. We are talking about a new weapon about to be auctioned, something very dangerous for America's interests, and a rumored link to the great inventor Nikola Tesla. More Jungles are coming in many forms. There
are humid rainforests in the Burmese highlands. There are the lies and betrayals of the world's secret operations. And there are the dark and distorted thoughts of a man bent on near global domination. To complete their latest mission, Juan Cabrillo and the Oregon crew must survive them all. Read more Clive Cussler's tales of Oregon
and the crew-of-the smart, tireless Juan Cabrillo and cheerful band of tough, tech-ed fighting men and women (Publishers Weekly) have made fans hundreds of thousands of readers. But Oregon's seventh adventure is the most remarkable today. Read more Five novels, Clive Cussler brought readers to the world of Oregon, a seemingly
rundown ship full of sophisticated equipment, and captain of the rakish, one-legged Juan Cabrillo. And now Oregon and its crew are facing their biggest challenge yet. Read more Four novels, Clive Cussler mapped the exploits of Oregon, a hidden ship completely rundown on the outside, but on the inside, full of sophisticated weapons
and intelligence equipment. Captain of the rakish, one-legged Juan Cabrillo and crew of former military and spy personnel, it is a private enterprise, available to any government agency that can afford it, and now Cussler is sending to Oregon on its most special mission yet. Read more Juan Cabrillo and the crew of the undercover combat
ship Barely escaped a mission on the Congo River when they captured an emergency wave of a defenseless boat under fire off the African coast. Read more Cabrillo and motly crew aboard the secret spy ship Oregon have made a very comfortable and very dangerous living working with high-powered Western interests. Further, in
Greenland's remote waste, a young scientist in a cave revealed an artifact hidden for thousands of years - a 50,000-year-old meteorite called the Holy Stone, which has potentially catastrophic radioactive energy. Read more Only Cabrillo could transform the interior of a nondescript lumber dumper into a state-of-the-art spy ship, and only
he could take the helm of dangerous covert missions he performs, whichever U.S. agency pays the price. Read more
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